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Abstract7

Information Retrieval in a Telugu language is upcoming area of research. Telugu is one of the8

recognized Indian languages. We present a novel approach in reformulating item terms at the9

time of crawling and indexing. The idea is not new, but use of synset and other lexical10

resources in Indian languages context has limitations due to unavailability of language11

resources. We prepared a synset for 1,43,001 root words out of 4,83,670 unique words from12

training corpus of 3500 documents during indexing. Index time document expansion gave13

improved recall ratio, when compared to base line approach i.e. simple information retrieval14

without term expansion at both the ends. We studied the effect of query terms expansion at15

search time using synset and compared with simple information retrieval process without16

expansion, recall is greatly affected and improved. We further extended this work by17

expanding terms in two sides and plotted results, which resemble recall growth. Surprisingly18

all expansions are showing improvement in recall and little fall in precision. We argue that19

expansion of terms at any level may cause inverse effect on precision. Necessary care is20

required while expanding documents or queries with help of language resources like Synset,21

WordNet and other resources.22

23

Index terms— information retrieval, query expansion, semantics, indexing, document expansion, information24
retrieval in indian languages.25

introduction nformation Retrieval in local languages is getting more popularity in developing countries like26
India. Use of Internet and other Information Accessing Systems plays major role in Education, Medical, Business,27
Agriculture and other significant domains. Information Retrieval Systems in Local Languages that are getting28
popular among the Netigens, who prefer to access their information needs in their mother tongue language.29
Availability of digital documents in native languages creates interest to the user to access the information by30
typing query in local languages. India is multilingual country and people across the country speak more than 40031
languages, but all the languages are not recognized due to lack of scripts and rules. The government of India has32
given ”languages of the 8 th Schedule” official status for 22 languages. Telugu is one of the recognized languages33
of India. Processing of Telugu digital items is more difficult when compared to European languages and other34
Indian Languages.35

Building efficient Information Retrieval System for Telugu is a challenging task due to richness in Morphology36
and conflational features of the language. In this paper we studied the effect of Document Expansion and Query37
Reformulation Techniques with the help of synset lexical resource. Naïve users prefer to give one time query and38
expect adequate results in the first glance. In general lot of fuzziness involved in user query and it is difficult to39
match the relevant items. There is a necessity to reduce the vocabulary mismatch between naïve user query and40
repository prepared by domain experts. This paper is an attempt to study the impact of terms expansion during41
Indexing and searching on a sample Telugu text corpus.42

When we expand the terms during indexing and supplied normal un-expanded queries to the Information43
Retrieval System, we observed that, there is a great fall in precision. Based on the synset length for each44
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2 1.

term the recall is positively affected. We then tested the same system by expanding query terms and keeping45
unexpanded items as source. Surprisingly the effect is similar and found improvement in recall and negative46
effect on precision. Expansion of terms either from document or query, the precision and recall are inversely47
proportional in growth rate. Main Objective of Information Retrieval is to retrieve relevant information from48
huge repository and preset top ranked items to the end user by reducing overhead in terms of time. Naïve users49
may not give strong queries to represent the concept in which, they expected to retrieve. Terminology of user50
for writing a query is always simple and vague; it may not resemble the concept of an item to be retrieved.51
We mean naïve user’s vocabulary may generally drawn from day to day usage language, where as resources are52
drafted content in expertise vocabulary. Sometimes user may fail to use expertise vocabulary to write queries53
and represent the concept.54

1 I55

Abstract -Information Retrieval in a Telugu language is upcoming area of research. Telugu is one of the recognized56
Indian languages. We present a novel approach in reformulating item terms at the time of crawling and indexing.57
The idea is not new, but use of synset and other lexical resources in Indian languages context has limitations due58
to unavailability of language resources. We prepared a synset for 1,43,001 root words out of 4,83,670 unique words59
from training corpus of 3500 documents during indexing. Index time document expansion gave improved recall60
ratio, when compared to base line approach i.e. simple information retrieval without term expansion at both61
the ends. We studied the effect of query terms expansion at search time using synset and compared with simple62
information retrieval process without expansion, recall is greatly affected and improved. We further extended63
this work by expanding terms in two sides and plotted results, which resemble recall growth. Surprisingly all64
expansions are showing improvement in recall and little fall in precision. We argue that expansion of terms at65
any level may cause inverse effect on precision. Necessary care is required while expanding documents or queries66
with help of language resources like Synset, WordNet and other resources. Expansion techniques sometimes lead67
to poor performance and may miss the concept too. This increases overhead on naïve users to decide relevancy68
of outcome. Exhaustivity must be low to control adverse effect of precision and balance the recall as well. The69
same approaches are adapted to huge document collection from Wiki-Telugu and studied the effect. Most of the70
systems work on syntactic base; it requires exact matching of terms from query to document. Syntactic patterns71
are words in text mining. Word mismatch is a severe problem in Information [1].72

2 1.73

1) Simple IR System using statistical Indexing with nterms length query. 2) Query Reformulation at runtime74
using term expansion with synset in Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) Approach. 3) Item Reformulation based75
on query terms using PRF approach. 4) Query Expansion and item expansion using synset with blind retrieval76
approach.77

These approaches were discussed in Chapter 3 and Results are given in Chapter 5.78
Information is growing in an exponential manner on World Wide Web, the problem of finding useful information79

and knowledge from abundant source becomes one of the most important topics in information retrieval and80
storage [4], [5]. Information retrieval support systems are being developed in supporting users to find necessary81
information and knowledge [3]. Information Retrieval System is a multidiscipline area of research, which involves82
text processing, speech processing, image processing, video processing and other mode of information processing.83
Retrieval of any kind of information mainly aims at satisfying end user to his query. Usually naïve users search84
with text query by limited vocabulary. Representation of source in order to facilitate matching against user query85
plays major role and having equal importance with query structure. In this paper we limited to text documents86
as resource to retrieve for the given query. Many of the documents retrieved for general queries are totally87
irrelevant to the subject of user interest, due to insufficient keywords supplied in the search [6]. Sometimes the88
words entered by user may not express the interest of the user. Vocabulary of users may far from the expert’s89
terminology in documents and it is difficult to match the same. The word mismatch can be solved by rewriting90
queries with new terms called as query expansion [7]. Our objective in this paper is to select a suitable term91
for expansion and to improve precision and recall as well. Level of query expansion varies from model to model.92
Expansion Terms can be selected in many ways 1) Suggested terms are provided to select by user and expand93
the query without missing concept. This is more accurate way of term expansion called manual expansion,94
but it requires knowledge to judge the term relevance, which increases overhead on user. Naïve users are not95
familiar in writing queries; hence the word miss match comes into the picture. User can not be given burden96
to use retrieval system, that’s why automatic query expansions techniques are regular practice in IR Systems.97
Relevance Feedback [8] method considers user selection out of retrieved as relevant and reformulate the query98
to repeat the search by adjusting weights of initial query terms. Users who are familiar with query expansion99
takes maximum benefit of query reformulation [9] with relevance feedback. In expertise user will better serve100
with Pseudo Relevance Feedback called Automatic Query Expansion [10].101

Information retrieval using Language models are used to improve relevance of a query outcome by document102
set feedback [11]. Cluster Feedback (CFB) is another way of term selection to find more similar terms by clusters.103
If relevant clusters are identified, then combining them to generate a query model that is good at discovering104
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documents belonging to these clusters instead of the irrelevant one [12]. In Automatic Query Expansion (AQE),105
terms are given new weights to score the terms. Sum of weights will represent final score of terms, which is106
statistically good for item selection. Pure statistical weights may not functionally useful to represent query107
terms. Different functions have been proposed to assign high scores to the terms that best discriminate relevant108
from non-relevant documents [10]. A disadvantage of Query Expansion is the inherent inefficiency of reformulating109
a query [13]. The query is expanded using words or phrases with similar meaning to those in the query and the110
chances of matching words in relevant documents are therefore increased. This is the basic idea behind the use111
of a thesaurus in query formulation [15]. To improve the relatedness of the terms to documents, lexical resources112
Thesaurus, WordNet or Dictionaries usage promising little improvements in search results [16]. While global113
analysis mechanisms are inherently much more efficient than local ones (only dictionary lookups are performed114
during query time, rather than costly document retrieval and parsing), they are also likely to be less successful115
[1]. Document expansion by modifying Vector Space is to bring closer the query Vectors [14]. Good thesaurus116
for whole language is difficult to obtain. Synonyms are used to extract from thesaurus [18] for query expansion.117
Expansion terms are selected based on query association, where queries are stored with documents that are highly118
similar statistically. Falk Scholer and others [17] claimed that adding query associations to documents improves119
the accuracy of Web topic finding searches by up to 7%, and provides an excellent complement to existing120
supplement techniques for site finding. The studies are showing that, the query expansion improves the results of121
Information retrieval system. Statistical relatedness may not work properly and choose correct alternate terms122
to reformulate the query. Document expansion during indexing reduces search time. In this paper we studied123
the effect of Query In this paper we present various term selection methods for query reformulation and item124
expansion with implementation along with results as listed:125

with and without Expansion versus Document with and without Expansion using Synset. Proposed work126
is proven to increase recall and precision as well. In few cases like, document expansion, precision is inversely127
affected the results.128

3 a) Preprocessing of Telugu Text129

Telugu is derived from Brahmi family [], one of the Dravidian languages. Telugu is morphologically rich language130
and word conflation is very high. The language scripts are complex to process, because they are combined131
syllables when compared to English. So it is difficult to preprocess using language models like stemming, n-gram132
etc. Romanization called WXNotation standards aim at providing a unique representation of Indian Languages133
in Roman alphabet [27]. Internally each script is represented UNICODE standard. The Unicode Standard,134
Version 6.2 assigned a hexadecimal code point for Telugu Scripts in the Range of 0C00-0C7F [28]. In this paper135
implementation is done by converting text from WX-to-UTF1 and UTF-to-WX before and after processing. This136
process slower the results, but efficiency in terms of recall and precision are not influenced. Carrying task directly137
in Unicode give faster results and possible, but processing text in Unicode level is difficult for programming. Our138
future work is planned to directly process in Unicode to improve the results speed. WX notations for Telugu139
language are given in Table 1.140

4 Query Expasnion141

Terms supplied by user may not be sufficient to express the concept and match documents. Terms may be out142
of bounds or in different vocabulary. Out of bounds problem can be solved by user feedback system. Vocabulary143
mismatch is common problem in Information retrieval. Vocabulary mismatch is one is of the principal causes of144
poor recall in Information different subset of words to specify a given topic, causing retrieval techniques based145
on lexical matching to miss relevant documents [19]. Expansion of query at search time is called run time query146
expansion. Query Expansion is a process of reformulating the root query by adding an optimal set of terms147
that improves recall and precision. The motivation for query expansion is rate of failure in retrieving relevant148
documents by simple queries. Various Query Expansion methods are in regular practice to improve the retrieval149
performance. Local Analysis and Global analysis.150

5 a) Local Analysis151

Initial search results of given query are analyzed and used to expand the query called local analysis. The top152
ranked documents were taken to change weights of query terms and repeat the search [20] [21]. User judge the153
relevance of top ranked items to the query as Relevance Feedback [8]. The thought of relevance feedback is to154
involve the user in the retrieval process so as to improve the final result set. The user issues an initial query.155
The system returns an initial set of relevant documents. In particular, the user gives feedback on the relevance156
of documents in an initial set of results. The system computes a better representation of the information need157
based on the user feedback [22]. It may cause the user to endure the process. Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF)158
is viable alternate to void user interaction during feedback. PRF is also called Blind Relevance Feedback or159
Automatic Relevance Feedback method, which automates the manual part of relevance feedback, so that the user160
gets improved retrieval performance without an extended interaction. PRF via query-expansion has been proven161
to be effective in many information retrieval (IR) tasks [23]. In most existing works, the top-ranked documents162
from an initial search are assumed to be relevant and used for PRF. One problem with this approach is that163
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9 C) RELATEDNESS MEASUREMENTS

one or more of the top retrieved documents may be nonrelevant, which can introduce noise into the feedback164
process. For all query expansion methods, pseudo relevance feedback (PRF) is attractive because it requires no165
user input [24]. Major problem with local analysis is that queries have an increased risk of query drift, as the166
top ranked documents are assumed to be relevant, while they may in fact not be [21]. In this paper we studied167
both Relevance Feedback and Pseudo relevance Feedback methods on a limited corpus. Top one document is168
considered as relevant and its terms are given more weight in-line with query terms and repeated search on same169
collection. Even though, sometimes original queries are totally modified with new terms and missing the concept170
of original query. Still it is found to be the best approach among alternate methods including global analysis,171
which is discussed in the next subsection. ? [a] ?[A] ?[i] ?[I] ?[u] ?[U] ?[q] ?[e] ?[eV] ?[E] ?[o] à°?”[oV] ??[aM]172
??[aH] ?[ka] ?[Ka] ?[ga] ?[G] ?[fa] ?[ca] ?[Ca] ?[ja] ?[Ja] ?[Fa] ?[ta] ?[Ta] ?[da] ?[Da] ?[Na] ?[wa] ?[Wa] ?[xa] ?[ Xa]173
?[na] ?[pa] ?[Pa] ?[ba] ?[Ba] ?[ma] ?[ya] ?[ra] ?[la] ?[va] ?[sa] ?[Sa] ?[Ra] ?[ha] ?[lYa] [kRa] ?[rY]174

Retrieval. Indexers and searchers invariably choose b) Global Analysis175
The global analysis considers term cooccurrences and their relationships in the corpus as a whole, which is176

used to expand the query independent from the old query. Expansion by global analysis does not rely on initial177
query terms and the results retrieved from it, so that refinements in the query will cause the new query to178
match other semantically similar terms. A common problem with these query expansion methods is that the179
relationships between the original query terms and the expanded query terms are not considered [25]. In this180
paper our directions are to use synset words for query expansion and study the effect on training corpus. Recall181
ratio is improved in this direction.182

6 i. Synset based Query Expansion183

Our research is continuing in Information Retrieval in Indian Languages, as Telugu is one of the most spoken184
languages in India as well as all over the world. Language resources are limited in Telugu language and cross185
language attempt are facing many challenges, where the features are different from one language to other language.186
For this work we collected and manually created Telugu-Telugu synset of «<»> for whole corpus consisting of187
around 3 laksh words. Query preprocessing is done using similar process as applied to document indexing in188
section 4.1. Query Terms are expanded using Synset and combined terms with OR Boolean operator. Expanded189
query is used for search on static Indexed documents. The results were given in Section 5. Somehow vocabulary190
miss match problem is addressed by synset inclusion through run time terms expansion. E.g. one word query is191

[amma]mother. First the root word is verified with word corpus of dictionary look-up, if found all synonyms192
from synset are connected using OR operation to generate new query. i.193

7 e ( [amma] OR [mAwa] OR194

[walli]synonyms of mother in Telugu ) treated a single term and weighted accordingly in query vector. This works195
good as we collected all possible synonyms in the corpus. Recall is greatly improved, at the same time precision196
is compromised due to deviating the concept as well as query drift.197

8 ii. Synset based Document Expansion198

It is impossible to predict the query from user and terms used by him. Instead of expanding terms during run199
time, as user need to wait for results, index terms of document set are expanded during indexing using synset.200
Off course the practice is not new, even though it is new to Indian languages especially for Telugu. Telugu201
Information Retrieval suffers from language resources. There is a demand for language resource to be developed202
for all Indian languages for public use. We created a synset for our training corpus of 40000 words with 1 .375203
synonyms in an average and extracted and created a dictionary file. A hash is maintained to list synonyms204
of a document term to match against query term during searching. Similar to Query Expansion this attempt205
deprecate the process and resulted precision loss.206

9 c) Relatedness Measurements207

Relevance Feedback: Vector Space Model A New query with added terms from the top retrieved documents D is208
given as expanded query to research. Weighting can be taken either Boolean value, in which 0 represents deletion209
of old terms and 1 represents addition of new terms to the query. Similarity of Query and document is measured210
by: Rocchio [8] proposed a Relevance Feedback algorithm which better suggest a new query as:211

Where Qnew is Reformulated query and Qold is initial query with Dr Relevant returned Documents, |Dr|212
number of relevant documents. Dnr is non-relevant returned documents and |Dnr| is total non-relevant documents213
in terms of vectors. With ? is original query weight, ? is related document weight and ? is weight of non-relevant214
documents. Less importance terms are represented with 0 in Boolean vector models. Concept of a query may215
depends on less weighted terms too, hence it is important to equally consider less weighted terms in sorting order.216
An alternate term weighting method call probabilistic approach better serve the purpose. The documents are217
ranked in decreasing order of rank as per the expression:IV.218
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10 Implementation219

Telugu language resources are limited for research. We collected 3500 Documents from daily news portals and220
manually categorized into 10 categories as shown in Table 1. Initially all documents are kept under one set and221
run the search using 10 ,... 3 , 2 , 1 ( qn q q q Qi ? Q i ?222

is an initial query as a vector of terms q j . q j ? weight of each query termj in Q i ) ... 3 , 2 , 1 ( dn d d d Di223
? D i ?224

is an top Document as a vector of terms d j .d j ?weight of each Document term j in D i ? ? ? ? n i di qi Di225
Qi Sim 0 ) , ( ? ? ? ? ? Dnr Dnr Dr Dr Q Q old new ? ? ?226

this process is continuing to create for 1 lakhs words synset. All unique root words from entire corpus are227
queries and followed by search against categorical sets of documents. There is no difference in results as?? ?? ?228
? ?229

documents are properly indexed before running search. Little search time varies from search on whole collection230
and categorical collection of documents. If the documents were categorized the results were bit faster. This time231
factor is important, but our aim is to improve the precision and recall.232

Table ?? : Categorical Documents collection for testing a) Indexing and Searching using Synset Where fqi,j233
frequency of term i in document j.234

ii. Create Inverted List [26] consisting of Document Ids and term frequency against Dictionary lookup. Inverse235
Document Frequency a term i is calculated using idf Inverted List to give more importance to that file containing236
a term with synonyms. Weighting factor are greatly affected by synset. 8. Relevance judgment is find using237
cosine similarity measure between document and query vectors:238

11 Results Analysis239

In this paper we investigated affect on precision and recall when query is connected with synset. Figure 2 is240
a simple precision -recall graph as baseline approach to compare the proposed system. Where N total no. of241
documents and ni is number of document that term i occurs.q d q d q d similarity j j j ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ) , (242
cos? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? t i q i j i t i q i j i w w w w 1 2 , 2 , 1 , , cos?243

Where ? is angle between i j i q w w , , & , wi,j is weight of term i in document j and wi,q is weight of244
term i query q. ? varies from 0 to 1. Fig. 3. Shows precision-recall in normal search process without any aids.245
Query expansion is applied by i analyzing top one document as relevant and adding new terms to the query. This246
feedback is iterated once and results are plotted in Figure 2.247

Recall -Precision@10 variations with baseline, Relevance Feedback (RF) by top 1 document, Query Expansion248
using Synset (QES) and Document Expansion using Synset (DES)249

Recall is not affected much in Figure 3., but precision loss is observed. All methodsare comapred in Figure ??250
with Precesion@10. Baseline metho Query Expansion using synset is plotted in figure ??. When we use synset251
for query expansion instead of relevance feedback method, the precision is improved along with recall. Whereas252
Document Expansion with synset instead of Query Expansion, the results were greatly affected by both precision253
and recall. Query expansion with synset outperforms among all methods and we argue that, use of synset to254
expansd query is better than document expansion. The proposed system has to be tested on huge corpus so as255
to claim in universal Information Retrieval. Experiments are taken on TREC using similar methods by meny256
researchers and found precision loss. As there is no standard corpus for Telugu language we tested on private257
corpus developed by us. Terms Expansion during indexing using synset gave poor performance as shown in Table258
??. The search results are bit faster in DES when compared to RF & QES methods, but these to are good in259
relevance calculation.260

12 V. Conclusion261

Indian is multilingual country stands in 2nd in population. There is observable growth in literacy, but people262
prefer to use local languages after English. There is necessity for cross lingual information retrieval systems to263
serve the users according to their information needs. Most of the Indian Languages are having unique language264
features and it is difficult to translate from one language to other, even Google search engine fails to produce265
exact cross lingual results. Building monolingual information retrieval is a mandatory task, where compatibility266
may not be an issue in using language resources. Once identifying all features of a language, it is easy to translate267
into other language by mapping rules. Information Retrieval in Telugu Language is in inception level, due to lack268
of language resources like POS Taggers, Entity Recognizers, Morphological Analyzer, Dictionaries, WordNet,269
Ontologies et. al. The results in this paper were given hope to continue with query expansion. Use of controlled270
vocabulary may further improve the results. Anyhow Query expansions techniques will have inverse effect on271
precision and improvement in recall. For the end user precision is more important, as he expects results to272
be displayed on top in once shot. Exploring concept of the query using synset or WrodNet may give better273
performance. We need to investigate how Information retrieval system in Telugu Language works by using query274
concepts. 1 2 3275
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Figure 6: 1 .
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Figure 7: Figure 1 :

2

Figure 8: Fig. 2

3

Figure 9: Figure 3 :

1

Figure 10: Table 1 :

#Queries 10
S.No Category #Docs

Business 150
2 Devotional 1552
3 4 5
6

Editorial Historical Places Literature Politics 150 152 305 332 Total
#Docs
3500

7 Science 152
8 Songs 298
9 Sports 294
10 Stories 155

, tf ? j i max( , , i j i fq fq j )
idf i log ? ni N

[Note: 7. Synset is used to identify synonyms of a term in a document, if found term frequency is incremented
in]

Figure 11: C
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